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Welcome

Welcome to CPA Cash Demon! Thank you very much for choosing to

embark on a journey to greatness, and while not everyone is going to make

it to the end, those that do will make a lot of money.

Make no mistake, I’m NOT offering you a magic pill or a push-button

solution that will make you a millionaire overnight.Instead, what I’m

offering you is a business model that will give you a long-term passive

income in the form of CPA commissions. If you implement the methods that

I’m about to show you, you WILL make money.

If you’ve purchased this guide, I’m sure you already know what CPA

marketing is. CPA stands for cost-per-action, meaning you’ll be paid as a

publisher(affiliate) for each action that you help generate, ex. Submitting

their email address, submitting their zip code, filling up a form,etc..

CPA marketing is great because it doesn’t involve a lot of selling,

which is something newbies are afraid of. You don’t even have to reveal

your name, or show your face! It’s also much easier than selling CPS

products, which require you to be better at marketing.



If you haven’t heard of my boring story... My name is Naidy Phoon, I’m a

full-time Internet marketer fromMalaysia.

I dropped out of college at the age of 19 and have been doing IM ever since.

Never had a job in my life, and I intend to keep it that way.

I specialize in product creation and affiliate marketing. Throughout my IM

journey I’ve made mistakes, I’ve had great mentors, and not so great

mentors.

I’m always on the lookout for new marketing techniques, and this is one of

the most powerful one that I’ve discovered.

So sit back and relax, we’re about to rock and roll.



Introduction

In this ebook, I will show you how to build a profitable, easy to set up

minisites that will make you very nice CPA commissions. Now, the methods

I’m about to show you may be used to build an online business in any

market, but for the purpose of this course, I’ll be using the fitness industry

as an example.

The Fitness Industry

You might be wondering, why the fitness industry? I evaluate the

profitability of markets based on 5 criteria :

1.) Longevity

2.) Size

3.) Sense of urgency in the marketplace

4.) Upsell opportunity

5.) Interest/Passion(Optional)

The fitness industry satisfy all five criteria above.

1.) Longevity? The fitness industry is evergreen. It belongs in the top three

markets: “Health, Relationships and Making Money”. Remember, people

will ALWAYS,ALWAYS,ALWAYYYYYSSS want to be rich,fit and loved.

2.) Size? The fitness industry is really,really big... I mean, MASSIVE! It’s a

multi-billion industry with major players spending a fortune on marketing.

The size of the fitness industry will only continue to increase due to the



spread of lifestyle diseases.

3.) Sense of urgency? This is perhaps the most important factor in niche

selection. I used to have a personal trainer at a huge corporate gym and he

told me a secret - They make the most profits from personal training and

cancellation fees; the profits acquired frommembership fees are almost

trivial compared to the amount of the former fees. This statistic evidences

the short-lived motivation ofmost people involved.

4.)Multiple Sale Opportunity. We don’t want to enter markets that only

allow us to sell one item. These are what we call full-stop markets. The

fitness industry has tons of multiple sale opportunities. For example, in the

weight loss for women sub-niche, after promoting a box of garcinia

cambogia, we could offer them a bottle of Ketone Berries.

5.) Interest/Passion. I listed this criteria as optional because more than

often, the things that people are truly interested in are so obscure that

there’s no demand for it whatsoever. In my other products, I always

encourage people to pick a couple of niches that are profitable, then choose

the one that they like (or don’t mind pursuing). Like I mentioned above,

profitability and passion can be mutually exclusive. You purchased this

ebook, so I assume you have an affinity of the fitness industry. If you don’t,

feel free to implement the methods I’m about to show you in other

markets.



Getting Accepted To CPA Networks

CPA networks(I explained CPA marketing in the introduction) offer tons of

good fitness offers that you could promote.

The three CPA networks that I recommend are :

Neverblue

Maxbounty

Peerfly

Many people struggle with getting accepted to CPA networks, because of

their location, lack of experience or what not. But remember, don’t be a

creature of circumstance, be a creator of circumstance. I’m from Malaysia,

where apparently “fraud is prevalent”, and I could get accepted.

Here’s how to apply to a CPA network ( I’ll use Maxbounty as an example )

1.) Go to Maxbounty.com

2.) Click “Become a Publisher”.

3.) Fill in all the blanks required. Make sure to enter a valid phone number.



They will call you and you must undergo a phone interview before they

approve you. In the “promotions” section, just be completely honest. Tell

them if you’re a newbie. Choose “NO” when asked about incentive traffic.

For promotion methods, put PPC Marketing and under traffic methods that

you currently use. Enter your website URL. If you don’t have a website yet,

you might want to consider creating your website first(I’ll show you how)

before approaching them.

Tips To Get Approved :

1.) Be proactive. Call them once you’ve submitted your application.

2.) Be confident. CPA networks are wary of unethical publishers and they

don’t like shady-sounding people. Just speak naturally, they won’t bite ;)

3.) If you come from a country where fraud is prevalent, and are

immediately rejected for that reason like I was, simply send them an email

and they’ll reconsider. This was my email to Maxbounty.

Dear MaxBounty,

I understand your concern, however in ensure you that fraud is less

prevalent here compared to other countries of the region. Should you require

any documentations, I am willing to provide them.

As for my traffic strategy, I typically use PPC for CPA offers with lower

payout such as email/zip submit, and I direct traffic to my websites if I am

promoting higher payouts CPA offers such as risk free trials. My allocated

budget for PPC is 100USD/day. I am certain that I will be able to sent

quality leads to CPA offers. My preferred niche is the muscle building and

education niche.

Thank you very much for your attention, should you have any questions



please do not hesitate to call or email me.

If all else fails, try another CPA network.

Here’s how to get your affiliate link.

1.) Log into your CPA network account. Note that different CPA networks

have a different method of acquiring affiliate links. In this case, I’m using

Maxbounty as an example.

2.) Click on “Search Campaigns”.

3.) Under categories, choose “Health”. Under sub-category, choose your

niche. If you chose the muscle building niche, choose “fitness”, if you chose

the weight loss niche, choose “diet”, etc...



4.) Click “Search Campaigns”.

5.) Again, like we did with Clickbank products, we’ll want to vet the products

according to the method outlined above. (Replace “gravity” with “EPC” or

“Network EPC”.) Some products require you to be approved first.

6.) Decide on the product(s) that you want to promote.

7.) The Sub-ID allows you to track which affiliate link generated for you. For



example, if you want to promote xxx product at 2 places : your website and

your Facebook page, you would enter “WEBSITE” as the Sub-ID, get the

affiliate link and use it on your website. Then, you would enter

“FACEBOOKPAGE”, get the affiliate link and use it on your Facebook page.

Here’s how an affiliate link looks like without a Sub-ID :
http://www.mb57.com/lnk.asp?o=6a3215&c=93&a=139385

Here’s the affiliate link with the Sub-ID :
http://www.mb57.com/lnk.asp?o=6a3215&c=93&a=139385&s1=examplesubid

When you check your earnings report, you can see which link generated the

most sales for you.

8.) Now, under “select creative type”, choose “text links”.

9.) Save your affiliate link in a safe spot :)



Getting your domain

The first thing you need to do is get a domain name. Computers

communicate via IP addresses. For example, your IP address would be

78.125.0.209. Without a domain name, you would have to get people to go

78.125.0.209/yoursite.com. That would be very troublesome indeed. A

domain name allows you to “label” your IP address, so that people know

that it’s your website.

You don’t have to understand all the technicalities behind domains, but feel

free to read up on it if you wish.

How to choose a domain name

There are three types of domain names:

1.) Brand domain names

Examples of brand domain names include Facebook.com, Godaddy.com,

Yahoo.com. The domain name can have little or no association with the

content of the site.

Pro: As the the title implies, these domain names are ideal if you wish to

build a brand.

Con: You have to spend more effort on marketing and educating the public

on your brand.



**When choosing a brand domain name, make sure it’s short (less than 3

syllables) and memorable . Ideally, it should have an association with the

content on your site. Examples of this are namecheap.com and

facebook.com. Domain names that have no association with the content

of the site whatsoever are twitter.com, bebo.com, godaddy.com,etc..

2.) Exact Match Domain Names(EMDs)

EMDs are domain names that contain the main keyword phrase that you

wish to have your site predicated on. Examples of EMDs are

bodybuilding.com, dog.com, musclebuilding.com, fatlossforwomen.com.

Pros: There are various SEO benefits having an EMD. Also, with a little

development. you could sell the domain name for high profits. Lastly, the

public knows immediately what your website is about based on the domain

name.

Cons: EMDs that are too long look spammy/unprofessional. Also,it’s harder

to expand your brand.

**When choosing an EMD domain name, make sure you don’t choose one

with dashes.(ex. Muscle-building-secrets.com). If you do, keep it at one

dash.

Which one should you choose? It’s up to you really. In 2010, here’s what

Matt Cutt, a Google engineer said:

"We have looked at the rankings and weights that we give to keyword



domains and some people have complained that we’re giving a little too

much weight for keywords in domains. And so we have been thinking about

adjusting that mix a little bit and sort of turning the knob down within the

algorithm so that given two different domains, it wouldn’t necessarily help

you as much to have a domain with a bunch of keywords in it."

**Does the existence of keywords in domain names make a substantial

difference? It’s up for debate. Personally, I would go with the branding

option since we’re not only depending on the search engines for traffic.

However, I would choose a domain name that infers the content of your

site. If you wish to choose go the EMD route, scroll down to the keyword

research section.

**Strive to get domains with the .com or .net or .org or .info extension,

they look more professional.

Can you succeed with other domain name extensions like .co, .pw?

Definitely. But still, the general consensus is that those extensions that I

mentioned are better due to the perceived professionalism.

Here’s how to register a domain name:

1.) Sign up for an account at Namecheap , one of the many reputable

domain registrars. By now, you should be familiar with registration

processes. It’s the same as signing up at Clickbank. Simply fill in the form

and confirm your email address.

http://www.namecheap.com


2.) Then, enter your domain name into the search box and see whether it’s

available.

3.) If not, choose another extension/domain name.

4.) Checkout and pay using your credit card/Paypal.

5.) Congratulations,you now own that domain!



Getting Hosting

Now that you’ve got your domain, you need web hosting. As the name

implies, a web hosting service is simply the service that provides a space on

a server for your domain to exist, facilitating access to your website.

Think of your domain as a retail store, and hosting as the piece of land on

which your store is situated on. Without the land, your store can’t hold its

own and you won’t be able to conduct your business because your

customers can’t access your store.

Here’s how to get everything set up:

1.) Find a hosting company that you like. Personally, I recommend Hostgator.

It’s really easy to use and they have great customer service(live chat). Go to

Hostgator.com

2.) Select “ViewWeb Hosting Plans”

3.) You will see three options: “Hatchling plan”, “Baby plan” and “Business

plan”. I suggest choosing the baby plan because it allows you to host

unlimited domains. As you grow, you’ll need this inevitably.



4.) Select the “I already own this domain” option. For the billing cycle you

can choose the one that you prefer. Typically, people go for the 6 or

12-months cycle.

Then, choose your payment method and fill in the form.



5.) Scroll down and you will see two options checked :Sitelock and

Codeguard. These are optional. You can uncheck them if you want. You can

always purchase them later on. Enter the coupon code cpacashdemon to

get a $9.94 discount.

6.) After everything is done, you will receive an email containing your

username and password. Make sure to flag that email to make sure it

doesn’t get lost.

7.) The email should look something like this :



Jot down the username, password and nameservers.

Configuring your nameservers

First, we need to point your domain to your web host. We do this by

changing the default nameservers of the domain to that of the web host. A

name server is similar to a telephone switchboard. It holds the information

that tells the Internet where to find your web site and where to deliver your

email.

If you signed up with Namecheap like I suggested, follow these steps to get

your nameservers configured.

1.) Go to namecheap.com and log into your account.



2.) Click the “view” option beside “number of domains in your account”

3.) Click on your domain name.



4.) Click on “Domain name server setup”



5.) Choose the “specify custom DNS servers” option. Open the email you

received from hostgator, then key in both the nameservers.



6.) Click “Save Changes”.

7.) DONE!



Building Your Minisite

Congratulations on getting this far, by persisting till this point you’ve already

surpassed 90% of marketers who falter and give up due to absolutely

minute issues. You should be very excited now because we are about to

build a money-making website that will last for a long time.

If you’re proficient in HTML, you can create a website from scratch in no

time. Feel free to do so if you’re confident. However, that is beyond the

scope of this ebook. In this ebook, I will show you step-by-step how to build

a website usingWordpress.

Wordpress

Wordpress started in 2003 and has become one of the most popular

blog/website creation tools and content management systems.(CMS) It’s

open source, meaning the source code is available and free to edit. Hence,

you can make the site look and function however you want it to.

Are you ready to build your very own website? Here we go.

1.) Remember the email Hostgator sent you when you signed up for an

account(Which I told you to flag ;) ) ? Go back to it.

2.) Click on the link that leads to the login page, then enter the username

and password that they provided you with.



3.) When you arrive at your control panel, scroll down and find the

QuickInstall option. Click on it.

4.) Click on the “Wordpress” option, fill in the form, then click “Install now”



5.) Alright! Wordpress is installed! Save your username and password in a

secure place. Remember to flag the email you receive fromWordpress.



6.) Go to www.yourdomain.com/wp-admin

Login with the given details.

http://www.yourdomain.com/wp-admin


Website Configuration

Once again, thank you for trusting me and getting this far. You deserve a pat

in the back. You are a few steps away from having your own profitable

website. Lets now configure and design your website.

Now, before you start doing anything, it’s useful to know how an untouched

Wordpress site looks like. Go to your domain to get a feel on the structure

of a typical Wordpress site.

Site title and tagline

Go to your dashboard. Mouse over to "Settings”, and click “General”.

3.) Enter your site title and tagline. Your site title and tagline should compel

visitors to click on the link.Here’s how it would look from the “outside”.



Themes

After that, you’re going to choose your theme! This part is really fun as you

really get to express yourself.

Here’s how different colours(yes,colours :p) give visitors different

impressions:

Blue - Honest, calm.

Black- Authoritative, professional.

White- Pure, clean.



Red- Exciting, passionate.

Green-Natural, eco-friendly.

Take these into consideration when choosing your theme.

1.) First, go to Appearance>Themes.

2.) Click “Add New Theme”.



You can use the search function to find one that you like or you could click

on Featured/Newest and browse through themes.



Assume I’m interested in this theme called “Boldly Go Green”. I’ll click Install

now, then activate it.

Ta da! Beautiful.

Now, click on the “Hello World” (or whatever default post that exists). Take

a look at your address bar. The link’s hideous! We want to make it pretty, for

to the readers and the search engines.

To fix this :

1.) Go to settings>permalinks



2.) Change the default option to custom structure. Remember to save

changes.

3.) Check it out! Awesome :)



Plugins

Plugins are simple software components that supplement your existing

software. There are many Wordpress plugins that are really useful.

One plugin that I recommend is Pretty Links. Pretty links allow you to

“decorate” your link. Let’s take a look at your typical Clickbank affiliate link.

(don’t click on it, it’s a fake link :p)

http://0edf77dsdso1y2manwrz0d133x.hop.clickbank.net/

Hideous, isn’t it? Linking to your affiliate offer without changing the link will

affect your conversion rate, for obvious reasons.

Here’s how to install Pretty Links:

1.) Mouse over plugins, then click on “add new”.

http://0edf77dsdso1y2manwrz0d133x.hop.clickbank.net/


2.) Search for “pretty link”, then install and activate it.

Alright! You’ve installed the plugin! We’ll come back to this later.

Google Analytics

Google Analytics is a free tool that allows you to collect extensive data

when traffic comes rolling in. Having this data is imperative as it allows you

to figure out what works and what doesn’t. For now, you don’t have to

understand exactly how it works. I just want you to set it, and move on. This

is just in case you forget/are not aware.

1.) Earlier in the course I showed you how to create a Google account.

2.) Simply go to http://www.google.com/analytics/

3.) Click Access Google Analytics

4.) Sign up for an Google Analytics Account.

5.) Sign in to your Google Analytics Account.

6.) Once again, mouse over to plugins>Add new

http://www.google.com/analytics/


7.) Search for “Google analytics for Wordpress”. Install and activate.

8. ) There’ll be a popup prompting you to Allow Tracking. Click “Allow

Tracking”. Next, click the “select which Analytics Profile to track” link.

9.) Authenticate with Google



10.) Click allow on the Google end.

11.) Select the correct Analytics account to track. You should have only one

account. Select that one and scroll down. Select the “Update Google

Analytics Settings” option.

12.) That’s all there is to it :)



Introduction to SEO

Search Engine Optimization. The phrase that gets everyone worked up

every single time it’s mentioned. Pit two SEO gurus together and they’ll

debate for hours. Everyone has their own methods and views on SEO. What

makes SEO so popular?

To answer that question, we must first understand why search engines exist.

First,know that the sole purpose a corporation exists is to make

profits.(even the largest charities) Companies such as Google, Bing, Yahoo,

etc. use their search engines to deliver the most relevant information to

users. The quality of a search engine is measured by its ability to show users

the most relevant results in relation to their search queries. Hence, you

might prefer one search engine over another because it shows more

relevant results. More relevant results, more repeat users, more

opportunities to monetize that traffic, more money! Therefore, search

engines will strive to only show the most relevant results and keep the

irrelevant ones hidden. Relevance is key.

SEO is basically doing things in such a way that tells search engines what

your site is all about so that they’ll display your site when users search for a

term associated with your site.

When people do SEO, they mainly do it to please Google, as they have more

than half of the total search queries.



You’ll hear many people talking about systems/formulas/secrets to get your

site ranking on the first page of Google in no time. Truth is, SEO is a

relatively long process, and requires continuous effort. Having said that, you

might rank for some keywords quite quickly. Just don’t expect it to happen

overnight.

Blackhat vs Whitehat

Blackhat SEO refers to aggressive SEO techniques used by marketers to

manipulate their search engine results. These sites satisfy search engines

more than they do visitors. While the term “blackhat” has a negative

connotation to it, done sensibly, it’s usually legal. However, keep in mind the

term “easy come,easy go”. I do not like the idea of having my entire

business predicated on search engine deception. You may get a quick

financial return, but when you will get caught sooner or later. And when

that happens, you’ll get severely punished and Google’s disposition towards

you will plummet. Remember, we’re building a business. Many people have

their own definition of “Whitehat” and “Blackhat”, but let’s not delve on

semantics. I do not impose any kind of judgment regardless of which route

you choose. I’m just saying that personally, I’d opt for Whitehat SEO.

Some factors that affect search ranking:

1.) Domain Age

Google tends to trust domains that are older. All things being equal, a



domain with an older age will rank higher than one with a younger age.

2.) Backlinks

I’ll go in depth about this later on. Backlinks are essentially “votes for your

site” in the form of links.

3.) Keyword Content

How frequent does your keyword appear on the page?

4.) Page Rank(PR)

PR is a metric Google uses to determine the importance of your site.There

are tons of sites with PR 1 and 0 ranking highly for competitive keywords.



Keyword Research

There are several types of keywords:

1) Research Keywords

Again, take the “weight loss for women” niche for an example. Research

keywords for this niche would be weight loss tips for women, weight loss

guide , how to lose weight for women, how to lose weight fast, etc..

2.) Buyer Keywords

These are keywords that are indicative of buyer intention. The people who

are searching for these terms have decided to buy, or contemplating

whether to buy. Examples of buyer keywords are garcinia cambogia benefits,

best garcinia cambogia, where to buy garcinia cambogia,etc..

3.) Brand Keywords

These are keywords that are prefixed with a brand name. For example, best

Nike shoes, Premium Ketone Berries, etc..

**Long-tail keywords**

Long-tail keywords are, as the name implies, long keywords. Examples of

long-tail keywords are : “how to lose weight for women with children” and

“best product for weight loss for women with children”. Although the have

slightly lower search volumes compared to shorter search terms, they are

great because they have low competition and are highly targeted. You don’t

have to think much about getting long-tail keywords because by using the

keyword research method below, you’ll ultimately get your low competition



keywords, which are typically long-tailed.

When getting your keyword list, you want to have a combination of all types

of keywords.

1.) First, go to the Google Adwords Keyword Tool.

https://adwords.google.com/ko/KeywordPlanner/Home

By this point you should already have a Google account. I’ve shown you how

to create one above.

2.) Click on “Search for new keyword and ad group ideas”.



3.) Type in a general keyword in your niche. For the hypothetical niche that

I’ve chosen,the “weight loss for women” niche, my keyword would be

“weight loss for women”. Then, click “get ideas”.

4.) Click keyword ideas, then Download. Select Excel CSV file.



5.) Save file, then open the spreadsheet.

6.) Click on the “Average Monthly Seaches” column to highlight.

7.) Click on “Data”, then “Sort by Descending Order”.

8.) For starters, I recommend choosing keywords with average monthly

searches of 1000 to 10000. As you become more experienced, you can

tackle keywords with higher search volumes. Highlight the keywords with

1000- 10000 AMS and their respective search volumes.

9.) Transfer them to another Excel spreadsheet.

10.) Now, we need gauge our competition for each keyword.

11.) Go to google.com



12.) Take your first keyword, in my case i would be weight loss foods. Type

in your keyword with quotes. For example, “weight loss foods” or “weight

loss program”. Then, hit search. What this does is, it makes Google search

for results in the exact manner you word your phrase. For example, if you

searched for weight loss foods, Google would show results for “weight”,

“loss” and “foods”. We want to know exactly which keyword we could rank

for.

13.) In the screenshot, you can see that there are 1,100,000 results for



“weight loss foods”. That is too many. Ideally, we want keywords with under

100,000 results. Again, you could definitely try going for keywords with over

100,000 results, but as a beginner it would be easier to go for the latter.

14.) Keep searching. Evaluate every keyword and copy those that

qualify(less than 100,000 results), paste them into another spreadsheet. It’s

tedious, but keep grinding. It’s worth it!

This is gold. 5400 monthly searches with only 10,900 results!

15.) Get many as you can, then go to your other spreadsheet. It’s time to

categorize them into keyword types. This is useful when we are adding

content to the site. Scroll up if you forgot the keyword types.

* If you have the extra funds, I highly recommend using Market Samurai. It’s

a paid tool but it has a free trial. It’s awesome for keyword research and

competitive analysis.



On-site SEO

Remember when I mentioned the importance of relevancy? On-site SEO is

important so that when Google’s crawlers/spiders check on our sites, they’ll

find our site relevant to the keyword hence giving us a higher ranking.

Pages and posts:

The difference between a page and a post is that pages will remain static

forever whereas only the latest posts will be shown on your homepage. For

important information such as your “about” and “contact me”, you should

make them pages as visitors are able to access them at any time, whereas

informational articles should be posts.

Creating your pages:

Now, it’s time to create a page. You don’t have to focus too much on the

semantic outline for these pages are these pages are not meant to appeal

to search engines, but to people.

1.) Go to your Wordpress dashboard.

2.) At the sidebar, go to Pages>Add New

3.) First, we’re going to create our “About Me” page. Key in “About Me” as



the title, and at the bottom box, tell your visitors about yourself. You can be

as creative as you want.

4.) Next, we’re going to create our “Contact Me” page. Repeat step 3.

5.) Lastly, we’re going to create our “Recommends” page. This is a

money-making page. Basically, you’re going to list all the affiliate products

that you’ve vetted (I’ve shown you how to evalutate affiliate products in

previous chapters) , and their respective affiliate links.

-First, go grab your affiliate links(I assume you’ve copied and pasted them

someone like I suggested).

- Next, go to pretty links > new link

- Enter all the required details.



-Repeat for all your affiliate links. And save all the pretty links.

6.) Now, back to your “recommends” page. First, tell your visitors that it’s

You want to list your recommended products, and that you only



recommend products that you truly believe in, and all those stuff. List your

affiliate products according to categories.

Alright! You’ve got your pages up and running!



Homepage:

Now, it’s time to create your homepage!

1.) Go to your Wordpress dashboard.

2.) Go to Pages> Add New

3.) We’re now going to add “Welcome” or any other text that you desire.

In the body, we’re going to introduce our site and give our visitors a warm

welcome :)

4.) Add an image if you wish. To do this, click on “add media”. Select the

file(s) you want from your computer, then upload.



5.) Click on the image. Now, we’re going to optimize it for search engine.

At the side, you can see that under “attachment details”, there’s space for

us to enter the tile,caption alternate text, etc...

For SEO, we need to focus on the alt text. The alternate text describes your

image to the search engines. Remember, search engines aren’t human, they

can’t differentiate between images.

Alt text: For the homepage. you should include the main keyword for the

sub-niche you’ve chosen. In my case, it’s “weight loss for women”.

Title : This is least important for SEO. The image title are the words that the

visitors see when they mouse over the image. Enter something that makes

sense, and is relevant to the image.

Caption: This is the message that you want to give to your visitors. It’ll

appear as small text on the bottom of the image. Make it sweet and short.

Alignment: This determines the way your image is positioned. In this case,

we’ll choose “Centre”. Then, click “Insert Into Post”.



6.) Finally, we’ll make this page our homepage. To do this, go to

Settings>Reading.

7.) Under front page displays, choose “A static page”. Then, select the

“Welcome” page.



8.) Done!

Creating posts:

Posts are content that you want to deliver to your visitors.

Posts can be in the form of articles,images,videos, or a combination of any

of the three.

Unlike pages,posts are not static; Only the latest posts are displayed on the

homepage, unless you set a “sticky” post, which is a post that always will be



on top of the latest posts.

Remember when I told you to split your keywords into 3 categories?

We are going to create 3 types of posts according to those keywords.

For each type of post, we’re going to use different angles:

Research keywords

For research keywords, we create informational posts. That’s the goal of

their visit, and that is what we want to give them. Congruency is important.

They’re not going to be too happy to be hard-sold to as they’re in the mode

of learning. Having said that, we can give them a gentle nudge to our

affiliate product after providing them with value. We do this by leaving an

affiliate link, and recommending that they check it out.

Buyer keywords

These keywords are gold. In this case, you’d want to create promotional

posts. People who are searching for these keywords are looking to purchase

something,why not through you? ;) You can either promote the product

explicitly, or create review posts, where you outline the details of the

product, then conclude that it’s a good product. Remember, there’s nothing

wrong with this. I’ve already told you earlier to only choose products you’ve

vetted, tried, and are satisfied with.

Brand keywords

These are loyalty keywords. These are almost as good as buyer keywords.

For these kinds of keywords, we want to create review posts. When people



search for these keywords, they’re not looking for a review, they’re looking

to reaffirm their preconceptions of that product; Meaning, if they like the

product, they’ll love it more after reading your review, and vice versa.

*Remember to refer to previous chapters if you forgot about these

categories.

Below is a general guide on creating posts:

1.) Go to post>All posts.

2.) You’ll see a default post titled “Hello World”.

3.) Click on “thrash” to dispose of it.

4.) Next, click “Add new” to add a new post.

When creating content, we want to base it on the HTML semantic structure

(semantics=meaning) that search engines understand.

The semantic outline goes like this:

Title

H1(First Heading)



H2,H3,etc..

Body paragraph

Links, misc.

The search engine crawlers scan our pages in a hierracheal manner,

meaning the h1 tag at the very top defines the main topic, whereas the

bottom content is an elaboration of the main topic.

The reason we do this is because Google crawlers/spiders aren’t human,

they have no sense of meaning, you have to tell them! Plus, basing our

content on a solid semantic outline makes our content more

understandable by our visitors!

5.) In Wordpress, the title of the post is synonymous to its h1 tag, unless

specified otherwise(some themes). Here, we want to enter one of the

keywords that you’ve compiled. Choose one from one of the categories.

The number of times that your keyword appear in your article is directly

proportional to the relevancy of your article to that keyword, up to an

extend. In my experience, the 2% keyword density works best; Meaning, for

every 100 words, your keyword appears no more or less than 2 or 3 times.

Keyword stuffing will not help. Focus on the quality of your article, then

keyword density. After all, what’s the point of ranking at spot #1 on Google

when you visitors don’t understand what they’re reading?



6.) Writing the article:

-After you’ve entered your title in Wordpress(same Heading 1), start with an

introductory paragraph.

-Then, click the Heading 2 button and type your sub-topic for your article.

Continue writing. Feel free to add H3 (it’s a heading under the H2 umbrella)

if necessary, and so on.

7.) After you’ve completed the article, write an concluding paragraph and

point them to your affiliate product through your affiliate link.(Remember

to use the pretty link I taught you to make) to add a hyperlink(basically to

make words clickable), highlight the words you want to make clickable, and

click the “link” button.



Enter your pretty affiliate link.

8. ) There you go! A new article is born!



** Feel free to add images if you wish, it’s the same as adding an image to



a page, as you did with the homepage.

Video Posts

Here’s how to add a video post :

You could either create your own Youtube videos or grab other peoples’

videos. This is fine as long as you don’t claim ownership to the video.

1.) Go to youtube.com

2.) Search for a video related to your sub-niche.

3.) Click on “Share”, then “Embed”.

4.) Copy the code.



5.) Go back to your Wordpress dashboard.

6.) Go to posts>Add New.

7.) You see where it says Visual/Text? Choose text.

8.) Paste your code into the blank space.

9.) Click “Publish”.

10.) Awesome! You’ve now got a video on your website!

Google loves Youtube and it will be advantageous to have a Youtube video

on your website for SEO purposes. Also, you can use your Facebook page to

drive traffic to the video on your website later on.

Outsourcing :

Too confusing? You can always outsource your articles at a website called

Iwriter.



1.) Click here to go to Iwriter.

2.) Sign up for an account.

3.) Log in, a click “ Request articles to be written”.

4.) Fill in the required information.

http://www.iwriter.com/affiliate/157842


5.) After that, wait for writers to accept your project and to write an article.

6.) Choose whether to accept or reject the article.

7.) If you rejected the article, wait for a few hours and you’ll get a new

submission. If you accepted, download the article.

8.) Copy and paste the article into Wordpress and structure it according to

the guide above(the “writing an article” guide)

Add 2 articles from each category to make your site look “fuller”, then you

can get away with posting once a week/fortnight. Only target one keyword

phrase per article.



Here is an example of a completed site :



Link Building

Backlinks:

In identifying the popularity and authority of a site, Google relies on the

number and quality of backlinks on that site and this in turn determines the

site’s ranking. Backlinks are described as votes to a certain website from

another. These votes show the popularity, authority and relevance of a site.

Definition of a backlink

What really is a backlink? Also referred to as an inlink, an inbound link or an

inward link, a backlink is a link that originates from another site to your site.

A few years ago, backlinks were the basic navigation guide on the web. One

went from one site to another through the use of backlinks. In the advent of

search engines this is no longer necessary. Backlinks have however

remained important in SEO and in site analysis where one would be

interested in knowing the source of a site’s visitors.



The role of Backlinking in SEO

Through the years, Google has kept on changing its site ranking algorithms.

There is however one thing that has remained unchanged; the importance

of Backlinking in search engine optimization. True, search engines have

become stricter in analyzing the backlinks contained in a website due to the

increase in link spamming, but the importance of establishing quality

backlinks for your website has not diminished.

As search engine crawlers go through a website, they analyze the backlinks

they find there. If there is a backlink from a reputable source (another

website) the website ranks highly in search engine results pages. The more

the number of good links the higher the ranking.

Due to the large role played by backlinks in website ranking, many website

owners have resorted to link spamming. If you look online, you will find

some online vendors selling thousands of backlinks for a few dollars.



Spamming has the opposite effect of quality backlinking; it drastically

lowers site quality and authority hence its ranking. A few dozen high quality

backlinks would have a bigger positive effect on a site’s ranking than

thousands of spam backlinks.

Types of backlinks

Backlinks are usually classified according to where they originate from. So if

a link comes from a published article it is referred to as an article link. Below

is a list of other types of backlinks.

• Directory links which originate from directories such as yellow pages.

• Social bookmark links which come from social bookmarking sites such as

Stumbleupon and Digg.

• Press release links. I will cover press releases in detail later on.

• Link baiting where the links created are wholly natural. In this case, the

content of your website must be very interesting, high quality and relevant

to your target audience.

• Contextual backlinks. These are backlinks represented by anchor text.

(See below for anchor text explanation)

•.edu and .gov links. These are among the most prominent backlinks you



can get. They can drastically boost the authority of your page and in turn

push your ranking upwards.

Other types of backlinks include RSS feeds links, web 2.0 links and blog

comment links.

Benefits of Quality Backlinking in SEO

1. Higher ranking on search engine results pages (SERPs). This provides

more exposure and brings in more traffic. For business websites, the end

result is more customers.

2.More traffic inflow resulting from people following those backlinks.

3. There is no danger of your site getting penalized by Google.

Generally, quality links lead to higher site ranking. This can lead to more

traffic, more sales for ecommerce sites and increased brand exposure for

businesses engaging in online marketing.

Guide to Building Quality Backlinks

Before starting on the process of building backlinks, it is crucial to

understand what exactly constitutes a quality backlink. The various

characteristics that make up a good backlink are:

• The authority of the site from which the link has originated.



• Relevance and context of the link. The link needs to come from a site that

is related to yours.

• The anchor text used in linking. The phrase or word needs to match the

key phrase used on the page it is directed towards. Anchor texts are the

words that are made into links,hence clickable. For example, this is a

anchor text, “this” is not. They can be found within a sentence in an article.

• In content links. These are links directed at other pages within a website.

They are considered high quality.

***Now that you know what a quality backlink is, how do you go about

building one?

1. Link Baiting (Natural links)

This requires creating high quality content that other internet users find

good enough to link to. Having an informative and authoritative content can

be good for natural linking. Things like how to guides, technical articles and

medical information are ideal for natural Backlinking.

2. Media (Images and videos)

People love sharing images and videos that they find interesting. If you

include unique and interesting media on your website, people are more

likely to link to it thus creating a lot of backlinks for you. The videos can be

interviews with important people, how to guides or presentations. The

http://www.google.com


images can be memes or infographics.

3. Relationship Building

Build relationships with other sites and blogs in your niche area and utilize

those relationships to get backlinks. Comment of related blogs, engage in

forums and answer questions in question and answer sites.

4. Share content

Write a guest post for another blog, submit a press release or write articles

and submit them to directories. Be sure that the content you are sharing is

not meant to bring in backlinks only; it should be quality and informative.

5. Social networks

Create a social network profile and use it to get people to share content

from your website. Social bookmarking sites are also effective in the

creation of quality backlinks. Some good social bookmarking sites are Digg

and Delicious.

One aspect of Backlinking that cannot be overemphasized is the importance

of naturalness. Your links should look as natural as possible. Do not try to

force any Backlinking by using methods such as paid links, link firms (sites

generated specifically for backlinking) and automated linking. The

consequences of such practices could be devastating on your website. The

best way to create backlinks is to create and share content that other

people would want to read and share.



Now, I’ll cover some traffic generation methods that will aid you in your link

building efforts.



Forum Marketing

Forum marketing is using forums- public or private to share your expertise

and answer questions that members have. The main aim of for um

marketing is to build your reputation online and establish trust in the forum

members to a level where they have complete trust in your niche. Many

women are always on the lookout for ways, products and advice to lose

weight; you need to build your reputation as an expert in weight loss for

women to gain the trust and respect of forum members.

Forum marketing is an easy and cheap form of online marketing. You just

need to understand your niche, in this case weight loss for women to

provide value to members and be in a position to answer any questions

they may have.

A forum is where likeminded people gather and talk about topics of interest

to them. It’s also a place where people ask questions to get answers to their

problems. It’s also a place you can get all the targeted traffic to your website.

As we talk, there are many forums about weight loss for women that are

discussing anything and everything about the topic.

Benefits of forum marketing

· Targeted traffic- People get on forums to get valuable information and

answers to their problems. By providing valuable information and

answering questions about weight loss, you are helping others with their



issues. The more valuable advice and information you give, the more people

are likely to trust in you and what you have to offer. This leads to more clicks

to your website as people search for more of your valuable tips and

consequently product

· Free education- Forums are made of different people. You find experts,

students, marketers etc. As such, a forum is a great place to get valuable

information in your niche. For example, you may find a health expert

providing free information about how to lose weight the healthy way or a

nutritionist talking about the best foods to eat to help you lose weight. All

these experts provide free information and probably provide a link back to

their website to buy their products and services.

· Free marketing- As you provide valuable information, members will notice

you and will click on your links leading to your website for more information

about weight loss and any products you might be selling related to the

niche

· Back links- The more members click on your links leading back to your

website, the higher you will rank on search engines. Google and other

popular search engine consider the quality of links back to your site when

rating your website. to get valuable backlinks be an expert in your niche and

provide valuable, up-to-date information

Step-by-step guide to use forum marketing effectively

Forums are great marketing platforms. A well-managed forum can give you

valuable advice help, and extra revenue. Below are steps to help you use

forums effectively.

1. Find the right forums- Not all forums will be valuable to you. For



success in forum marketing, you need to choose the right audience

for your business. Look for forums that cover your niche- in this case

weight loss in women. You can do a Google search to find several

forums to join in the weight loss for women niche . Look for forums

with at least 1000 active members.

2. Signing up and filling out your profile- Sign up for an account as soon

as possible, old members are given seniority to newer members.

Make sure you choose a good user name and avatar. Chose a name

that is easy to remember and that represents your niche. An avatar is

a small picture attached to all your posts. Avoid using offensive

avatars. You can use a good head shot of yourself or something

representing your brand

3. Create a compelling profile and a great introduction- A good profile

will help you establish credibility in the forum. Provide a description

of your expertise and experience. Provide your contact details to help

members reach you in case they are interested in your brand. Give a

nice introduction about yourself, business, and why you joined the

forum- could be to network with others or receive advice.

4. Spend some time lurking- Don’t post right away, take some time to

read other posts to understand the community and main topics

discussed. Getting this information will help you fit in better

5. Add value- If you have nothing valuable to post don’t post at all.

Create great, informative topics and answer peoples questions as

well as you can. Your aim should be to improve the community not to



force them to believe in your brand or whatever you say

6. Put your website’s address in your forum’s signature- Some forums

allow members to use signatures to promote their website, take full

advantage of this and create a great forum signature- create an

accurate, short description of your business and provide a link back

to your site

7. Avoid spamming- Avoid posting primarily to get signature links, you

will end up spamming which is bad for you and your business.

Instead, aim to involve yourself in conversations that add value to

members and build profile links in an organic and natural way.

8. Encourage feedback- If you get a deal, ask for feedback and provide

the same. Feedback helps establish you as a reputable member of

the forum

9. Create effective marketing campaigns- Once you become a reputable

member of the forum and gain respect from the members, it’s time

to use more aggressive campaign strategies that include offering



discounts, fun contests and samples. Be sure to get the forum

moderator’s permission before you start.

Forum marketing is an easy, cost effective and effective way of

marketing a niche. For success make sure to provide value to members

by posting valuable posts and providing relevant answers that members

may have. Spamming will get you banned and you should avoid it at all

costs. Let your aim be to provide value to forum members, once they

gain trust in you, proceed to promote your niche. Don’t let marketing

your products or services be the driving force- build your reputation first

and potential customers will come streaming in.

Here are some examples of forums and their respective niches:

Weight Loss:

-weight-loss.fitness.com

-www.shapefit.com/forum

Muscle Building

-Bodybuilding.com

-www.shapefit.com/forum

-www.wannabebig.com/forums

-www.t-nation.com

-www.muscleandstrength.com

There are tons of forums out there that you can use to get your name heard.



Remember, Google is your friend!

Guest Blogging

Guest blogging is simply the act of submitting a post on someone’s blog in

order to drive traffic to your own site. The reason I didn’t include guest

blogging as a link building strategy is because the significance of backlinks

obtained through guest blogging has greatly diminished, especially in 2014.

Here’s what Matt Cutts of Google posted on his blog on the 20th of

January,2014 :

“Okay, I’m calling it: if you’re using guest blogging as a way to gain links in 2014,

you should probably stop. Why? Because over time it’s become a more and more

spammy practice, and if you’re doing a lot of guest blogging then you’re hanging

out with really bad company.”

Having said that, guest blogging is a powerful way to drive traffic to your site and

brand yourself as an authority.

Here’s how to guest blog :

1.) The first step is to of course, find a blog that is relevant to your site. To do this,

simply go to google.com, and search these terms:

“Your niche guest post”

“Your niche guest post guidelines”



2.) Visit a few blogs that show up on the main page of Google.

3.) Choose a blog that looks reputable and has an active following.

4.) Study the content of the blog, and get a feel of the blogger’ style and the

following’s attitudes.

5.) Now is time to contact the blog owner. Search for a “Contact” section in the

blog.



6.) You can use the following template when contacting the blog owner :
Dear Owner of xxxx.com, (or his/her name if you know it ),

Good day, I am {Your Name}, the owner of {Your Website}.

I stumbled upon your blog, and I find it extremely well-designed, and is filled with great

content. I believe that I could submit a post that would complement the quality content of

your blog.

Posts that I think would provide immense value to your visitors include :

-{Post}

-{Post}

-{Post}

Thank you for your time, I look forward to you reply.

Yours Truly,

{Your Name}

7.) Repeat the process for a couple of blogs, and await the owners’ replies.

8.) Once they approve, it’s time to submit your blog post.

9.) The content of your post should be congruent with other posts of the blog. Try

to tailor suit your blog post to the audience of the blog. Majority of guest posts are



informational posts(refer to the “type of posts” section above if you’ve forgotten).

10.) As usual, write your informational post.

11.) At the end of your post, simply allude to your website by leaving a link.

12.) Submit your post to the blog owner.



Press Releases

Originally, press releases were restricted to the field of public relations (PR)

only. Now, however, businesses have taken advantage of the attention they

attract to market their products and services albeit indirectly. Submitting a

press release to a news website has become much easier than a few years

back when you had to have contacts in the media circles.

Importance of Press Releases in SEO

Even though press releases are not the best tools to use in search engine

optimization (SEO) they can still make a big impact in your search engine

marketing efforts. The trick is learning how to optimize your press releases

so that they not only appeal to news editors and readers, but also rank

highly on search engine results pages.

Using press releases as part of your SEO campaign has several benefits;

1. Once your press release is posted on a reputable news site, your site

ranking increases. This is why you should only submit press releases to

popular and credible websites.

2. An expansion of your customer base. If for example you are announcing a

new product, writing and submitting a press release on it is definitely going

to attract more customers.



3. Press releases can portray you as an expert on a certain subject. This

builds trust with your customers and attracts even more.

4. For small businesses that work on limited marketing budgets, the use of

press releases for SEO is both cheap and effective.

5. Increased traffic to your site which will have a positive impact on your

search engine rankings.

6. Increased online visibility.

Here’s an example of a press release:



How to Write a Press Release

The effectiveness of a press release and its chances of being accepted by an

editor depend a lot on how it is written. You may be announcing the biggest

news of the decade but if the writing is wrong, it is all for nothing. Even if

the release gets past the editor, it will not get as much attention as you

would have wanted. The following is a step by step guide showing you how

to create a masterpiece press release.

1. A newsworthy issue

The first step is to ensure that whatever you plan on announcing is really



newsworthy. No one likes to read boring news and no matter how well you

write the news release and optimize it, the effect will be small. Do not write

a press release simply for the purpose of marketing your business; you

should have a genuine issue you want to share with the public.

2. Catchy headline

Headlines sell news. The first thing any news reader will look at is the

headline; it sets the pace for the rest of the news article. Even print

newspapers can easily increase their sales by just changing the front page

headline. You headline should be catchy and to the point. Google Testing

Blood Monitoring Contact Lens’ is an example of a headline that goes

straight to the point.

In writing the headline, use bold letters and the font should be larger than

the rest of the article. Normally, a’, an’ and the’ are not included. Do not

write everything in caps and it should be in present tense. For SEO purposes,

it is advisable to include a major keyword or two in the headline.

3. Introduction

Start the first sentence by saying exactly what it is you want to announce. If

you have the above example of a headline, the first sentence might be

something like; Google is testing smart’ contact lenses that have sensors to

measure blood sugar levels in diabetics’. After the first sentence, give the

rest of the information within the first paragraph. Basically, you are

summing up the release in the first few sentences such that a reader can get

all the information he or she needs from just the first paragraph.



4. The body

This is where you expound on the news. Provide related information such as

product benefits, an event’s agenda etc. Write in short simple sentences

and stick to providing factual information in a news style. Remember, this is

not an opinion piece; you are simply presenting the facts as they are.

As you write, use a language style that targets your intended audience. If

they are highly educated readers in a certain field, you may get a bit

technical. In most cases however, simplicity is highly encouraged. Lastly,

keep the paragraphs short.

5. Media inclusion

To make your release more readable, add a picture or a video. This helps

readers connect with the news article more and it can also impact your site

ranking positively when you are ranked on image results.

Submitting a Press release

After you have written the press statement, you need to submit it to a news

website. In looking for a site that will accept your news release, remember

the following important tips.

• For maximum SEO effect, submit only to a site that receives a lot of traffic.

You can find the ranking of a website through services such as Alexis. The

higher the ranking of a news site the more exposure your press release will

receive.



• Find an industry-related news site. It may be difficult to get your release

accepted by big sites such as yahoo but you can maximize the effectiveness

of the press statement by submitting to a target specific site. This way you

only target the readers who will benefit you the most by becoming potential

clients.

• For major announcements, consider multiple submissions to different

websites.

If all this is too confusing for you, you can simply go to outsource your press

release at Iwriter and you just have to submit the press release. Follow the

instructions above (the “posts” section) regarding outsourcing at Iwriter.

Free Press Release Websites:

-prlog.com

-OpenPR.com

-Free-Press-Release.com

Paid Press Release Websites:

-prlog.com

-pressreleasepoint.com

-prweb.com

http://www.iwriter.com/affiliate/157842
http://www.iwriter.com/affiliate/157842


Why Facebook

Facebook is currently the leading social site.Its user friendly interface

and easy sign up procedures make it interesting for people to create

accounts within a very short time say 2-4 minutes.

The majority of its users are youths who are said to log into the site

approximately ten times in a singe day. It has with time diversified its

undertakings from chats,messaging and updates to online marketing which

is working so well.

It has become an employment platform for online marketers who

are using it to their advantage and also to the huge number of unemployed

youths globally.Facebook has helped people find jobs, get contacts from

friends, share ideas and also advice people that are from all aspects of life.

Did you know, every 5 seconds, a new Facebook profile is created!

Today, there are more than 1 BILLION users on Facebook. Imagine having a

small portion of users buy your products, you would make a FORTUNE!

There are tons of statistics that exemplify the popularity of Facebook.

I am going to show you how to use the power of Facebook and use to make

huge amounts of money! That IS the reason you bought this ebook, right?

***At this point, you should already have your website up and running.



Introduction to Facebook Pages

Before we create our Facebook page, we must first make the

distinction between your personal Facebook account and a Facebook page.

I don’t think I need to explain what a personal Facebook account. It’s

the account we use every day (or almost every day) to interact with friends

and family. It’s the account we use to share our daily activities, to express

our anger, joy, fear,etc via our status. It’s the account we use to play games!

A Facebook page on the other hand, is a page that individuals or

companies use to interact with their audience. A Facebook page is also

known as a Fanpage.

Let’s take a look at the anatomy of a Facebook page. We’ll use the

bodybuilding.com Facebook page, the largest bodybuilding website in the

world. I’ll cover each component in the upcoming sections.



Here’s an example of a certain individual using his Facebook page to interact

with his fans :



As you can see he has a staggering 63,237,676 likes. That is crazy. Did you

know, each valid Facebook fan is worth over $100? You do the math. With

consistent work, you too can build a huge fanbase. Never say never. ;)

Here’s another example of a fanpage. In this instance, it’s used by the

company Nike.



Compare the amount of likes. Astounding, ain’t it?



Creating Your Facebook Page

Here’s how to build an awesome Facebook fan page.

1.) Go to facebook.com (yeah duh.. Lol)

2.) Login into your Facebook personal account

3.) Click on “Create Page”.

4.) Choose “Brand or product”.



5.) Choose the Health/Beauty category and enter your desired page name.

Like domain names, you can either go with the branding route or keyword

route. If you forgot the distinction between the two, scroll up to the

“domain name” section.

Be creative :) In this case I’ll just go the branding route and choose “Lose it

Gurls.”

If you want to go the keyword route, you should enter your main keyword.



6.) Check the “I agree to Facebook Pages Terms”, then click “Get Started”.

7.) Next, enter a description in the “About” section that will compel people

to like your page. You should be able to convey what your page is about

with as little words as possible. Remember to insert the link to your website

in the description.Enter your website URL. Select “No”, it’s not a real

organization.

8.) Next, for the profile picture . You could either search for images online or

insert your own logo. If you don’t have a logo, you can outsource your logo



creation.

To use Google Image :

1.) Go to http://www.google.com/advanced_image_search

The reason you should go to this url instead of googe.com/images is

because you want to search for royalty-free images. Reason being you don’t

want to be sued into the stone age by someone who owns the image.

Doesn’t happen often, but better safe than sorry!

2.) Search for the image that you want.

3.) Under usage rights, choose “free to use,share or modify,even

commercially”.

http://www.google.com/advanced_image_search


4.) Click “Advanced Search”.

5.) Done! Pick your images :)

Logo creation

To outsource:

- Go to fiverr.com

- Search for the word “logo”.

- Go through a few service providers and choose the one with high ratings

http://www.fiverr.com


and good reviews.

If you find that the service provider takes a long time to complete the job- 1

days in this case, you could :

-Insert a placeholder image from Google image as your profile picture while

waiting for your logo.

-Choose the “Extra Fast” option for a fee.



- You can choose to pay via Paypal or Bitcoin. Keep in mind that you can pay

with your credit card without a Paypal account.

-After that, the speech bubble on top of the page will light up and you will

be required to enter information about your desired logo. Make sure to

make your profile picture 180 pixels wide and 180 pixels tall.

By the way, if you’re not satisfied with the quality of the logo, you can

request a redo. A good profile picture is paramount to attract attention and

to infer what your page’s about - A picture paints a thousand words :)

9.) After you’ve got your logo/image, upload it to Facebook.

10.) Next, you’ll get the option to advertise your page. Click “Skip”. We’ll

come back to this later.



Cover Image

11.) Now, it’s time to add your cover image! Remember what this is?



Your cover image is absolutely crucial. Like your profile picture, your cover

image attracts your visitors’ attention and conveys what your page is about.

Remember, the message should be crystal clear. We live in a microwave

society, meaning everything is happening at lightning speeds. The pace of

modern movies and music evidences this.

Again, like your profile picture, you could either get an image from Google

Image or outsource your cover image creation. The outsourcing process for

cover images is similar to that for your profile picture. Make sure to create a

cover image which colour is similar to that of your profile picture.

*** Important: Your cover image should be 851 pixels in width and 315

pixels in height.

12.)To add a cover, simply click “Add a Cover”.



13.) Upload your image.

14.) Reposition as required.

15.) Voila! You’ve got a cover image! Obviously make it prettier than the one

shown below ;)

16.) Cool! The Facebook page is looking much better already!

Tabs

To refresh your memory, here’s how tabs look like.



Tabs are Facebook apps that you can use to increase the interaction

between you and your visitors.

Let’s try adding one. One of the most important tabs is the “Contact” tab.

1.) Search “contact” in the top search bar.

2.) Select the “Contact Tab” App Page.



3.) Click “Use Now”.

4.) Click “Add to Fan Page”.



5.) Select the right fan page.

6.) Click “Add Tab”.

7.) Done! Return to your Facebook fan page.

8.) Click on the “Contact” Tab.

9.) Fill in the required information.

Tabs are great fun and can really increase the aesthetics of your page. One

tip to keep in mind is to choose a tab which icon’s colour is similar to that of

your page. In the screenshot above, you can see the “Contact” Icon’s colour

is congruent to that of my Facebook page.

To find more tabs, go to facebook.com/appcenter

Posts :



Posts are the statuses of your Facebook page. They appear on the news

feed of fans that like the page.

Like articles, there’s many types of posts. Posts can be in the form of images,

videos, words, or a combination of any three elements.

Viral Posts

At first, you should add a few eye-grabbing/share-worthy images to create a

viral effect. A viral post compels visitors to share the image with their

friends. This creates a chain reaction, when the visitor shares the image

with his friends, who in turn shares it to his friends, who in turn shares it to

his friends, who in turn.....



Here’s how to create a viral post:

1.) Go to google.com/imghp

2.) Grab an eye-catching image/share-worthy related to your niche.

Remember to use royalty-free images. ( I showed you how above )

3.) Go to your Facebook page, click on the “camera” icon at the status

section.

4.) Enter a description about the image where it says “Say something about

this photo”. You can engage with your visitors by asking a question. If not,

you can opt for a funny comment. At the end of the description, include a

link to your website.



5.) Share the post with your friends :)

In the early stages, you’ll want to post approximately two or three times per

day. Having said that, you don’t want to post two/three at once. You’ll

annoy the heck out of your fans. I know what you’re thinking, “I don’t

wanna be in front of the computer all day!” The solution to this is to

schedule your posts. You can set the time you want certain posts to be

posted. Cool, right? By drip feeding content, you keep the page looking

active without annoying your fans.

To do this:

1.) At the status section, click the “clock” icon.



2.) Try to space your posts 8 hours apart, reason being you’ll want to

analyze your traffic data and doing this will help you identify the best time

to post.c

3.) At this point, just schedule 8 to 12 viral posts.

Informational Posts

Informational posts are used to link your website and Facebook page.

Informational posts are powerful because it forces your visitors to visit your

site in order to read the entire article.

Obviously, you’ll want your informational post in your Facebook page to be

congruent with one of the post in your website.

Here’s how to create an informational post.

1.) Go to the status section.

2.) Insert a relevant image.

3.) Enter a short description and link to the post on your website.



4.) Like viral posts, you’re going to schedule 8-12 posts.

Promotional Posts

These are themoney posts. You’re going to promote your affiliate products

indirectly. There are two ways to do this :

1.)-Enter some description, an image, and your “pretty” affiliate links. (Scroll

up to the “pretty links” section if you don’t remember how to do this)



2.)-Enter some description, an image, but instead of your affiliate link, you

link to your article that reviews the product and contains an affiliate link.

Promotional posts should only link to buyer/brand keyword based articles.



To promote physical products, you would follow the same steps as you

would when promoting digital products.



Video Posts

Earlier in the course, I taught you how to embed a video on your website.

You can use your Facebook page to drive traffic to your website’s video

posts.

Simply go to the “status section”, type in a simple description and paste

your link.



Tips :

* Make your posts sweet and short. Visitors don’t like reading long posts.

**Promotional posts should be used sparingly. Neither Facebook nor

Facebook fans appreciate constant promoting. Think of providing your

visitors with value before selling them anything. That’s why we give them

viral and informational posts first. Try to limit promotional posts to no more

than 10% of your total posts.

*** If you have a really awesome post that you want every visitor to see

when they visit your page, you can “pin” a post.

Click the arrow on the upper-right hand of the post that you want to pin,

and click “Pin to Top”.



Your pinned post will have a orange ribbon, and will always be at the top,

hence being seen by every visitor that visits your page.



Scaling Up

What to do now?

By now, you’ve already built a solid foundation to your business. All

you need to do now is to continue driving traffic to your website and

Facebook page using the free methods I showed you above, and you will

make TONS of money. Even if you work only on the website, or on the

Facebook page, you’ll make an absolute killing if you keep at it. Imagine if

you use them synergetically!

At this stage you should be consistently building backlinks and

adding more posts to your website, and adding more posts to your

Facebook page and sharing them. At one point, you might want to scale

things up and add to your bottom line. We do by:

-Using paid traffic:

 PPC

 PPV

 CPM

 Facebook Advertising

 Banner Advertising

 Email Marketing

 Etc...



It’s impossible to detail all of these methods in a single ebook, as each of

these techniques require extensive studying and implementation. If you

wish to learn the ins and outs of paid traffic, I highly recommend you check

out Traffic Blackbook. Chad Hamzeh, the creator of the system is an

absolute genius when it comes to paid traffic and I highly recommend you

check it out.

- Creating additional websites and Facebook pages

When you’ve created a profitable website and have automated it, you can

create another website and Facebook pages in different niches to create

multiple sources of income.



Final Words
Phew! It’s been a really, really long journey, but you’ve persisted till the

end. I want to congratulate you for making it so far. If you went through all

the steps I showed you above, you’d have your very own

commission-generating minisite.

By making it this far you’ve propelled yourself ahead of 99.95% of

people trying to make money online. While most people continue chasing

shiny objects and spinning their wheels, you’ll continue to build your

business. The world is your oyster!

Once again, I thank you for purchasing my ebook, and I wish you

nothing but the best.

Yours Truly,

Naidy Phoon.
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